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Weather Report:
Squalling, bluster from the right.

Line-caught news & comment from conference floor & the wider movement. Always fresh; never frozen.

the mysterious case of the disappearing policy

SO, YOU’RE NEW HERE...

Going, going... and into the cops off 
campus fighting fund....

Beth Redmond

Last year was my first time at 
conference and I had absolutely 
no idea what was happening, 
even though I’ve been involved in 
politics for a while.  Here are some 
things I wish I’d known, and some 
things explained.

Motions
Motions are the written policies 
you’ll be voting on. Unfortunately, 
the NUS leadership has made 
successive cuts to the length of 
conference and that means most 
motions aren’t debated. Also, a lot 
of the motions that are submitted 
are uncontroversial fluff that no-
one could object to, meaning 
that more serious and pressing 
political questions don’t get 
heard.  Procedural motions are 
motions that you can put from 
conference floor, by writing on 
a slip of paper at the front desk. 
You can challenge the chair; you 
can take ‘parts’ on a motion (so, 
if you agree with everything in a 

motion except one line, 
you can vote on that 
line separately); or you 

can change the timings of the 
conference. 

Speeches
 Most speeches are the ‘property’ 
of the college that submitted 
them (and sometimes a faction 
will ‘waive’ a speech to a 
candidate they want to promote). 
Many speeches are free – when 
you see one coming up on an 
issue that you want to speak on, 
jot down some notes, stick your 
hand in the air, and you have 
every chance of being taken to 
speak. Give it a go!

Fringe meetings are held in 
breaks between conference 
sessions, to discuss political 
issues. Some of these are deadly 
dull; others are excellent – like, 
for example the two fringe 
meetings hosted by NCAFC.

NEC 
The National Executive 
Committee is the elected body 

that runs NUS in between 
conferences. 

Block of 15  
A group of part-time members 
of the NEC. The purpose of the 
Block is to represent the political 
diversity of conference (most 
factions are represented on it), 
to hold the rest of the leadership 
to account, and to be activists for 
the policies of the union. 

DPC
Democratic Procedures 
Committee: made up in part 
by former student politicians 
from times gone by, it runs the 
conference, rules on the order 
of business and on procedural 
matters. Go to them if you want 
clarification on the rules, or to 
put a procedural motion.

Trustee Board 
They shouldn’t exist. But for as 
long as NUS has one, you should 
elect democrats and leftwingers 
onto it, so that they can raise hell 
and stop it from sabotaging our 
democracy!

 

Priority Zone
101a: Fight Labour on 
austerity!
101b: #Generation Vote? 
Don’t distract from the real 
injustices
101c: Direct action to end the 

cuts!
101e: Migrants rights
101f: Austerity and Disabled 
People

Education
211: FREE EDUCATION!
212: NATIONAL DEMO!
212a: Free Education Strategy!
209 & 202a: No to NSS in HE 
& FE!

Hannah Sketchley

Here are some things that the 
NUS supports:  the setting up of 
tenant’s unions.  Radical action 
on housing. Not allowing the 
police onto campus. Organising 
rent strikes.  A legal fund for 
activists.  

Here are some things the NUS 
has done little or no work on: 
the setting up of tenant’s unions.  
Radical action on housing. Not 
allowing the police onto campus. 
Organising rent strikes.  A legal 
fund for activists. 

NUS Conference has become 
more and more left wing across 
the years, and the policy passed 
reflects this –but the power of the 
right wing of the NUS in elections 
means that the leadership elected 
does not match the policy they 
are mandated to follow - and so 
instead of following the lead of 
their sovereign body, they follow 
the policy poorly or not at all, by 
doing nothing or just releasing 
vacuous toolkits. 

Take, for example, the actions on 
housing.  There has been a year of 
radical action, from Lancaster to 
Focus E15.  The NUS has a toolkit 
for creating a tenant’s union, 
sure – which predates the actual 
physical creation of tenant’s 
unions they were meant to do 
between last conference and now 
– and there is a deafening silence 
on the rent strike front.

What about the legal fund for 
activists?  This has not been a 
light year for repression in the 
student movement: tear gas and 
arrests at Warwick and on the 
November 19 demo and ongoing 
court cases mean that there 
would be plenty of opportunity 
to splash the cash on helping out 
– were the will there.  Clearly, it 
is not.

Every year the NUS leadership 
fails those activists on the ground 
it is meant to be standing up for.  
As students languish in poverty 
and under bail conditions or 
hefty fines, the NUS leadership 
puts the emphasis yet again 
on  individualistic “Know your 

rights” campaigns instead 
of collective action or just 
conveniently forgets those 
policies which it does not agree 
with. 

As the leadership launches a 
campaign calling out Clegg 
for being a giant liar, maybe it 
doesn’t needs to drive all the way 
to Sheffield – it can find use for 
those boards outside its own HQ.

The Real Roadmap to Free Education
17:45 // Room 13 // Tuesday

“What? You’re getting fed up of lots of people talking AT you 
about free education too?!”
“Yeah, but I’m going to the NCAFC Fringe where we can plan 
how to win together properly!”

nus & the free ed demo: 
what really happened?
Blythe Spirit

Last November’s free education 
demonstration saw 10,000 
students march on Parliament 
and has sparked a new wave 
of student protests, with 
occupations on campuses and 
regular localised demonstrations 
in cities across the country. 
 
More than any other event over 
the past 12 months, this new free 
education movement, organised 
by the NCAFC alongside local 
anticuts groups, has been the 
main thing that has put free 
education on the political 
agenda ahead of the general 
election: at last, we’re fighting 
for something, not just against 
something. 

The central organisation of it 
was done by NCAFC activists 
(including Hattie Craig and 
Beth Redmond), who were paid 
nothing and worked continuous 
12 hour days for 3 months. But 
you’d think that, given it was 
happening anyway, NUS would 
be supportive and would throw 
some resources behind it. 

You’d be wrong. Here’s the story 
of what really happened. 
The NUS NEC voted to support 
the demo (with a few objections 
from Labour Students). 
However, support for the 
mobilisation was contingent on 
the completion of a very detailed 
risk assessment conducted by 
NUS. In October, there were 
a series of emails from NUS 
leadership figures expressing 
“safety concerns” around the 
demo, because we hadn’t met 
their deadlines for the risk 
assessment. 

Then, when we pointed out that 
they had just failed to reply to 
our emails, they claimed that it 
was because we were using an 
“unsuitable” stage (we weren’t 
planning to use one, because we 
couldn’t afford one), or that our 

contingency plan was too short; 
at one point, the NUS President 
demanded to immediately be 
read a list of stewards’ names 
over the phone. 
 
NUS also demanded that 
NCAFC take out public liability 
insurance, which we also 
couldn’t afford, and which NUS’s 
own standard advice states is not 
a direct safety issue. Apparently 
it’s event management plans, and 
not the well-known violence of 
the police, that really makes the 
NUS leadership’s hair stand on 
edge.  

Without notifying the 
organisers, Toni Pearce gathered 
NUS’s fulltime officers together 
at NUS Zone Conferences 
for a secret meeting, where a 
stage-managed denunciation 
of the demo’s safety took place. 
Several NUS officers have later 
described how they were lied 
to about the facts surrounding 
the demo, and some later came 
back on board. But support was 
withdrawn, directly violating 
the NEC’s vote, and NCAFC 
spent the next month ringing 
student unions telling them not 
to cancel their coaches. 

NUS immediately also withdrew 
its risk assessor – so much for its 
concern for safety – and NCAFC 
had to do its own 50-page risk 
assessment in a few days: luckily, 
one of our key activist’s parents 
is a professional risk assessor. As 
it happens, we recruited exactly 
the number of stewards we said 
we would, and we followed 
everything in our event plans 
(mostly they involved walking 
politically down a series of 
streets in central London). 

So why did the NUS leadership 
withdraw support for the demo? 
Surely it can’t be because they’re 
not actually serious about 
fighting for free education… 
Why not drop them a question 
in the accountability sessions? 

MOTIONS TO WATCH OUT 
FOR today



www.anticuts.com  
 

DEBATE: how should we best support palestine?
The Left usually argues on Facebook.  In an effort to be a bit 
more civilised, every day NCAFC members will go head to head 
in The Bulletin about issues they disagree with, starting with 
how best to support Palestinian Liberation.

The National Campaign 
Against Fees & Cuts #nusnc15

boycott, divestment, 
sanctions
Sarah Dagha
NCAFC Black Rep

The Palestine Question draws out 
varying political philosophies, 
tactics, & analogies – in the 
process raising questions around 
anti-colonialism, racism, 
patriarchy, whiteness and more.

There is a non-violent, fast-
growing form of resistance that 
has been inspired by the effective 
South African Anti-Apartheid 
boycott and been chosen by 
the Palestinian grassroots 
as their preferred tactic for 
their liberation from Israeli 
oppression.

The Boycott, Divest and Sanction 
movement is not a blanket 
boycott of Israeli produce, but 
is instead a targeted campaign 
against unethical companies that 
are directly complicit in, and that 
profit from illegal settlements 
and apartheid.

BDS has a record of success: 
environmental services company 
and BDS target Veolia  recently 
announced they are selling off 
much of their business in the 
Occupied Palestinian Territories 
due to massive losses incurred by 
BDS action.

Many reservations about BDS 
regard the effect it has on 
the relationship between the 
Palestinian and Israeli working 
classes. This negates the colonial 
dimension of the Palestine/Israel 
issue, and reproduces a very 
colonial attitude: The  [White] 
Left knows better than the 
Palestinians...

No colonised people have 
attained liberation by appealing 
for the support of their colonisers 
– of any class – and this will not 
be the case for Palestine either.

Of course, class dynamics are 
at play in Israel and Palestine, 
placing the concerns of the Israeli 
working class over (or equal to) 
that of the Palestianian people is 
bad solidarity.

Supplanting the Palestinian-led 
movement for their liberation 
in favour of a more ideologically 
comfortable approach is bad 
solidarity.

The most effective way for us 
to channel those efforts is by 
campaigning for BDS. So, if you 
want International Solidarity to 
be more than a buzzword, vote 
for motion 518 and amendment 
518a.

Cross-Border workers’ 
solidarity
Omar Raii
NCAFC NC

The seeming intractability of the 
decades-long conflict in Israel-
Palestine has meant more and 
more frustrations on the part of 
those of us who wish to build 
solidarity with those oppressed 
by Israeli colonialism. 

The starting point is obvious; 
socialists should clearly support 
the right of nations to self-
determination. The Palestinian 
people and the Israeli people are 
nations with their own distinct 
languages, culture etc. and have 
the right to rule themselves. 
The Israelis currently exercise 
this right. The Palestinians are 
prevented from doing so by Israeli 
occupation and oppression. 

We must build solidarity with the 
Israeli and Palestinian workers’ 
movements and help them fight 
for for overthrowing their ruling 
classes. Organisations like the 
Workers’ Advice Centre-Ma’an, 
a grassroots, independent union 
that organises Jewish and Arab 
workers, including Palestinian 
settlement workers must be 
supported in order to strengthen 
the workers of Israel-Palestine so 
that they can be in a situation to 
bring about peace and justice in 
the Middle-East.

Boycotts of Israel should be 
seen as tactics - and they are 
counterproductive.

A blanket boycott of Israeli 
things strengthens the right. 
The Israeli nation has a right to 
self-determination (what it does 
not have a right to do, which it 
is currently doing, is deny the 
Palestinians that same right)  
and so this tactic only plays on 
the fears that Israelis have for 
those who do not recognise their 
right nation to exist. The racist 
and demagogic right-wing in 
Israel exploit this & gain support 
by promising to be tough on 
what they perceive to be Israel’s 
“enemies”.

Our primary goal should be to 
actively work with Israeli and 
Palestinian workers as they are 
the agents that can create true 
peace and justice in the Middle-
East. Consumer boycotts run 
contrary to this and can only 
place stumbling blocks in their 
way.

Longer versions of both of these 
pieces will appear on anticuts.com 
soon

outside the Bubble...
Conference is but three days a year; here are some things from around the country that NCAFC is 
involved in - get in touch if you want to be too!

Across FE and HE, teaching and 
research workers – like postgrad 
teaching assistants – face intense 
exploitation. Precarity, low wages 
and unpaid labour are endemic. 
Now we face outsourcing.

To win we need grassroots 
democratic organising by 

casualised workers, solidarity 
from students and other staff, 
and militant collective action to 
force change. Local campaigns 
are being founded around the 
UK. And through a new network, 
Fighting Against Casualisation 
in Education – which held an 
exciting conference this Spring – 

activists are linking them up.

Search for us by name to get 
involved, and come discuss 
with the Postgrad & Education 
Worker Caucus at NCAFC 
Summer Conference.

The University of Warwick 
is launching a new academic 
services department, 
TeachHigher, through which all 
hourly-paid teaching staff will be 
hired. While the University has 
already backtracked on making 
TeachHigher a subsidiary, 

terms and conditions state that 
teachers will not be in a contract 
of employment, working 
assignments rather than jobs on 
an agreement, not a contract. 
This will make non-EU teachers 
ineligible, leading to a more 
Eurocentric University. 

Warwick for Free Education, 
Warwick Labour and Warwick 
UCU are all campaigning against 
this, with a public meeting on 
Wednesday attracting over a 
hundred students.

Fighting Casualisation in Education

Warwick: The Fight Against TeachHigher

by A Keen Twitcher

Some people – often members 
of formal or informal ‘factions’ 
themselves - go on about how 
terrible factions are. But factions 
are a normal part of democratic 
life – people who share common 
aims getting together. Factions 
are better than the alternative: 
politics by cliques and cults of 
personality. 

The identities of these different 
factions can be confusing, 
though, here is a spotters’ guide.

The Left...
NCAFC – National Campaign 
Against Fees and Cuts (that’s us!). 
A democratic activist network, 
founded in 2010 and responsible 
for a lot of the demos and direct 
action since (including the free 
education demo in autumn), 
which also functions as a broad 
leftwing faction in NUS. Includes 
various socialists, anarchists, left 
Labour  and Greens. 

Young Greens: an increasingly 
important force in NUS, 
although they are not as strong 
as you might expect given their 
membership, and not very tightly 
organised. They work with the 
left, and are formally affiliated to 
NCAFC.
 
Student Assembly 
Against Austerity: 
a newer political 
tendency, claiming 
to be the “the student 
wing of the People’s 
Assembly”. Some very good 
independent activists, but run 
by Student Broad Left.  Also 
includes the SWP and some 
Greens. 

Student Broad Left (SBL)/Socialist 
Action: A mysterious grouping. In 
practice, it is a front for Socialist 
Action, a tiny sect, which, though 
keen on supporting ‘leftwing’ 

leaders abroad like Castro, is less 
radical at home – and has backed 
council cuts and moderate 
Labour politicians.
 
‘The Trots’:
Workers’ Liberty is a 
revolutionary socialist 
organisation, involved in 
NCAFC. RS21 is a split from 
the SWP and is also involved in 
NCAFC. Socialist Students are 
the student wing of the Socialist 
Party, which is relatively large, 
but has historically not bothered 
with student activism. 

Many activists in the NUS 
Liberation Campaigns are 
broadly aligned with the left. 
The Black Students’ Campaign, 
in particular, is a significant 
presence.

The Middle...
Most of the NUS “leadership” are 
part of the amorphous political 
swamp lacking a political tag. 
Many consider themselves quite 
left-wing, they are generally 
moderate, and often oppose 
things like free education and 
demonstrations.

Labour Students, or the National 
Organisation of Labour Students 
(NOLS):       
The shock troops of Blairism in 
Labour and NUS, but also more 

politically-minded than many of 
their “non-factional” leadership 
allies. Dominant for a long time, 
but had a bad year in 2014, and 
have faced an internal leftwing 
challenge from local Labour 
clubs. 

The Right...
Democrats and Reformists 
Network: a Tory front, who 
are pretty weak in NUS. They 
pretend to think NUS should 
not be political and only deal 
with “student issues” – which 
apparently doesn’t include fees, 
cuts, low wages, the housing 
crisis, NHS privatisation…

UKIP: their experiment standing 
for NUS President in 2014 
didn’t go very well; they haven’t 
repeated it this year. 

Communitarian Groupings
Union of Jewish Students (UJS): a 
specifically Jewish organisation, 
particularly concerned about 
issues connected to anti-
semitism and Israel. Its members 
hold differing views on many 
things, but terms of factional line 
up, it is allied with the leadership. 

Federation of Student Islamic 
Societies (FOSIS): defies direct 
categorisation in left/right terms, 
and has swung wildly between 
the two, but generally allies with 
the left and will do again at this 
conference.  

Factions: A Spotters Guide

Empowering students Collectivism

Sit down with your Vice 
Chancellor and convince them of 
free education

Best Practice

Partnership with 
your Institutions

Student 
Experience

Generation 
Vote Conference, I am 

appalled

2034
Free Education 
would be bad for 
access

I will represent all 
students

Lived experience as a student

Bullshit Bingo!
The NCAFC guide to words you 
will hear too many times in the next 
three days...


